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Gov. Tom Corbett signs Act 89 of 2013, a comprehensive, multimodal funding
package that will increase transportation investment for decades to come
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FLAGGER FORCE Employs
Innovations in Worker Visibility
on the Roadway
When your job takes place on a roadway, visibility to
motorists can be a matter of life and death. Drivers who
have been involved in crashes with pedestrians or cyclists
commonly state, “I never saw them until it was too late
to do anything.” That’s why Flagger Force Traffic Control
Services, headquartered in Hummelstown, Pa., has imposed
progressive safety standards, combined with innovative
technology to ensure their roadway crews are easily seen by
all motorists.

Whether it’s increasing worker visibility,
enhancing pedestrian safety, or working
to create more efficient traffic patterns
without compromising high standards
of safety, Flagger Force is committed to
making a difference by protecting their
people, their clients and the public.
The Federal Highway Administration states that: “Glare,
aging, disease, speed, selective perception and specific
environmental and weather conditions affect the ability to
detect and recognize objects.”
Flagger Force’s Safety Committee, an ad hoc team of
field staff, quality inspectors and safety managers who meet
monthly, recognized the value of visibility in a recent policy
proposal that affects the entire company. The committee
noted that Class E retro-reflective pants, commonly known
as “Night Pants” due to their requirement when working in
the dark, are just as effective at helping workers stand out
against the traffic landscape in the daytime. Thanks to this
recommendation, Flagger Force is now providing Class E
pants as part of their standard Personal Protective Equipment
issuance to all employees. Even though these garments are
not required in the daytime by state laws, as of January 1,
2013, all Flagger Force employees will wear Class E pants
along with their Class 2 or 3 vests on the jobsite at all times,
regardless of the time of day. This new standard dramatically
increases the amount of retro-reflective materials seen
by motorists.
In addition to the Class E pant requirement, Flagger Force
has also invested in the latest form of solar light towers. Many
jobs requiring temporary traffic control can only take place
at night, when traffic volume is low or emergency repairs are
needed as soon as possible. Unfortunately, the hours between
sunset and sunrise can be the most dangerous hours on the job.
To ensure work crews are visible to motorists at night, mobile
light towers must be illuminated and positioned close to
flaggers or other workers controlling traffic. Most light towers in

the industry are equipped with diesel-powered generators, and
thus are very noisy, emit diesel fumes and exhaust, and require
frequent refueling. Solar light towers, however, like those used
by Flagger Force, eliminate all of these issues. They are silent,
allow workers to be seen by motorists while also enabling
them to better hear approaching vehicles and are better for the
workers’ health and the environment. Solar light towers are
an investment in the safety of motorists and workers and are
yet another component helping Flagger Force to achieve their
corporate environmental goals.
Whether it’s increasing worker visibility, enhancing
pedestrian safety, or working to create more efficient traffic
patterns without compromising high standards of safety,
Flagger Force is committed to making a difference by protecting
their people, their clients and the public.
Flagger Force, in business since 2002, employs 850
safety professionals and operates a fleet of 450 vehicles
including
pickups,
pattern
trucks,
truck-mounted
attenuators and all necessary signage and equipment to
serve the Mid-Atlantic region. n

www.FlaggerForce.com
888.312.FLAG

ENR Mid-AtlANtic 2013
BEst HigHwAy/BRidgE PRojEct
S.R. 29 All Electronic Toll Interchange
at Exit 320, Pennsylvania Turnpike,
Chester County, PA

For twenty five years, JBC Associates, Inc. has focused its professional construction
management services on ensuring project success for owners, contractors and designers
alike by providing attention to key project details – quality, schedule and cost.

Success is in the details. We handle them for you.
JBC ASSOCIATES, INC.
Phone: 610-992-9090
Fax: 610-992-9099
www.jbcassociates.com
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Dan Hawbaker’s APC presidency culminates with a “Victory for Pennsylvania.”
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Best-In-Class Dump, Height And Reach

McTish, Kunkel & Associates
Civil Engineering & Environmental Services

C227 Compact Track Loader

• 74 HP • 3720 kg operating weight
• Narrower chassis for easier loading
• Pressurized cab with best visibility

HUNDREDS OF MODELS IN STOCK! See Full Listings at www.messicks.com

Used Equipment at Down to Earth Prices!
(A)=Abbottstown • (E)=Elizabethtown • (H)=Halifax

Highways • Bridges
Traffic & ITS • Airports • Environmental
Surveying • Construction Inspection

Skid Loaders: Tracked
BOBCAT T190 (H)
BOBCAT T300 (E)
CASE 440CT (E)
NH C185 (E)
NH LT185.B (E)
Excavators
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Visit one of our locations today for the best financing offers!

EVP

Column

by Robert E. Latham, CAE,
APC Executive Vice President

The Harrisburg
Patriot News headline
says it all. However, when we
Robert E. Latham
started laying the groundwork for
this historic legislation we were told time and time
again that a “28 cent-per-gallon gas tax increase”
would never pass. We were told the public opposed it.
We were told the votes would never be there. We
ignored the naysayers.

The keys to our success were organizational readiness, fundraising,
political activity, messaging research, metrics development, grassroots
organization and training, and coalition management. Of course there
was that small element of luck that plays into every victory. The details
of this effort are put forth in this issue.
We are also grateful for the leadership of Gov. Tom Corbett for pushing
the bill forward. He gives us his thoughts in this issue as well.

We believe we have developed a model for
funding success that can be used by any state
organization that is ready to take some bold steps and
advocate in a manner that differs from past methods. It took
a great team of professionals. But, it also took visionary leadership from
the APC officers and directors.
As the old saying goes, “Success has 100 fathers (in this case 113 in the
House of Representatives and 43 in the State Senate), while failure is an
orphan.” For several years, it appeared as though we might be destined to
claim paternity of the parentless child.
Many, many people were critical to the success of this legislation. But, the
unwavering support of APC members in paying dues, contributing to the
Educational Trust Fund, funding the TCI-PAC and the Highway Education Foundation, and making those calls to legislators and staying focused
was, as former House Transportation Chair Rick Geist used to say, “the
point of the spear” in achieving this monumental accomplishment.
Thank you for your continued support of APC’s advocacy efforts. Now, on
to the business of improving highway safety and quality of life
for all citizens of the Commonwealth.

T R ANSP O R TAT I O N
www.hdrinc.com

Forward Thinking
Pittsburgh
King of Prussia
Philadelphia
Bethlehem
Conshohocken
Mechanicsburg

412.497.6000
484.612.1100
215.988.9357
610.807.5100
610.397.1744
717.516.3144

•
•
•
•
•
•

Design
Design-Build
Construction Engineering
Program Management
Construction Management
Geotechnical

www.paconstructors.org
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by Gov. Tom Corbett

During the 2013 state budget
address, I stood before the
General Assembly and spoke
about the importance of transportation, calling it the bloodstream of
our economy. I said that our most
costly option would be to do nothing. It would cost us in repairs, it
Gov. Tom Corbett
would cost us in rebuilding, and it
could cost us in tragedies we might have avoided.
I called for a plan that would address transportation infrastructure needs
today and in the future by updating an outdated financing structure.
Most importantly, I called for a plan that would keep the one-and-a-half
million kids who are traveling to school in 31,000 buses safe.
Despite my calls for public safety, for economic competiveness, for a better quality of life, there were those who did not share my vision. Some
said that this lift was too great … the support wasn’t there … or that
Pennsylvania could never get something this big done the year before
an election. Unlike the partisan gridlock our country suffers from in
8
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Washington, D.C., Pennsylvania proved that it can put politics aside
to deliver critical needs for our citizens. I believe that as elected
officials we are voted into office to do what’s right, not to do what’s
politically convenient.
Nobody said that overcoming decades of underinvestment in transportation would be easy, but good government should never be about the road
most traveled – rather it should be about doing what’s right. Pennsylvania’s new transportation plan was conceived and delivered with the help
of both Republicans and Democrats. Our elected officials rolled up their
collective sleeves, and many stakeholders worked tirelessly to ensure the
proposal crossed the finish line. This across-the-board support was vital
in helping to make transportation funding a reality.
As a core government function, providing and maintaining a safe and
efficient transportation system is central to our existence. Through the
plan, we will now be able to address the 10,000 miles of crumbling
roads and 4,500 structurally deficient bridges that plague our state.
This plan will also ensure that transit services, used by thousands of
Pennsylvanians every day, will avoid catastrophic cuts devastating to
our working families. And, finally, this investment will create 50,000 new
jobs and preserve an additional 12,000 jobs in the construction industry.

Through hard work and dedication we won
the support of Pennsylvania citizens who told
their lawmakers that kicking the transportation
funding plan down the road isn’t good enough.
Rather, they wanted this crisis solved today.

that the rally was probably the most bipartisan
event of its kind to be held in the state capitol.
We achieved legislative success with a bipartisan
effort that put the needs of our commonwealth
above politics.
Design-Build

But none of Pennsylvania’s success would have
been possible had we not stood together, Republicans and Democrats, fighting for our constituents. I did not campaign on transportation, but,
after seeing firsthand the problems facing our
state, I knew that swift leadership on this issue
was necessary to move our state forward in the
decades ahead. Together, we developed a solution and solved the problem.
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Days before the transportation plan came to a
final vote I called for a transportation rally in
the capitol. During the rally members of the
Keystone Transportation Funding Coalition
and the Associated Pennsylvania Constructors
stood side-by-side with government in support
of the transportation plan. In conversations
following the rally I heard it said several times

MORE GR
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Safe bridges, good roads, and reliable public
transportation are not about being Republican
or Democrat. Instead, it is about those senior
citizens in Pittsburgh and Philadelphia who use
public transportation to get to their medical appointments; it’s about those businesses who want
to locate to Pennsylvania because they know that
the roads and bridges so critical to their success
will be properly maintained; and it’s about those
one-and-a-half million kids riding our school
buses who are safer because of our efforts.

Traffic Engineering

Transportation Design

WR&A, a multi-disciplinary consulting
firm, offers a full range of
engineering, planning,
environmental, and
construction management services.
Recognized as a Top 120 ENR firm,
WR&A designs innovative and
cost-effective solutions
for its public and private sector clients.
www.wrallp.com

Because we worked together, we can now turn
our attention to putting shovels in the ground
and begin the important job of rebuilding our
transportation system.

Asphalt Shingle
Grinding Service, LLC
Right Product, Right Price, First Time, First Pass

B e P ar t of th e

RASolution!
Recycled Asphalt Shingle
Sales and Production

Nationwide Mobile Grinding
and Crushing Service

877-679-5708

www.AsphaltShingleGrinding.com

Think Green, Be Green, Make More Green
www.paconstructors.org
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Transportation Funding Advisory Commission report released in 2011.
When adjusted for inflation, the report also pointed out the gas tax paid
by the average driver has decreased by more than half over the past 40
years and was scheduled to drop again in half by 2020. Add it all up and
funding for roads and bridges was slated to fall by an average of 25 percent
over the next five years.
The Act changes all of that by providing a sustainable funding source to
make urgently needed improvements to crumbling roads, bridges, and
transit systems. Its targeted investments will also help save lives, reduce
traffic congestion and wasted fuel, and improve personal mobility and the
efficiency of goods movement.
Earlier this year, an American Road & Transportation Builders Association’s (ARTBA) Foundation report calculated the impacts of a sustained
$2.5 billion increase in transportation funding – quite similar to the $2.3
per year by FY2017-18 plan in Pennsylvania’s new law. We estimate such
an investment will increase the commonwealth’s economic output by $6.5
billion annually, and create an additional 50,000 good-paying jobs in the
construction and retail industries.

by Dr. Alison Premo Black, ARTBA

The ARTBA Foundation report noted that more than 40 percent of
Pennsylvania’s bridges are either “structurally deficient” or “functionally
obsolete,” according to the Federal Highway Administration. The state’s
key industries of tourism, agriculture, retail, and manufacturing all depend
on a safe and reliable system of roads and bridges. This Act will go a long
way toward helping the commonwealth to maintain such a system.
It is also worth noting that the Act was key to helping get the state on
better fiscal ground so much so that the credit rating service Moody’s
marked the move as a “credit positive” – giving the state more security that
bonds floated for various projects would get better rates and thereby saving
taxpayer money.

There is an old axiom that politics is the art of
the doable. Bipartisan leadership in the General
Assembly and from Gov. Tom Corbett in approving a new, five-year transportation investment
law is the latest example of what can be done
when elected leaders come together in the spirit
of compromise to work in the best interests of
the public. It’s a message that shouldn’t be lost
on politicians in the Nation’s Capital.

Notwithstanding the usual rhetoric circulating in some media outlets from
ideological groups opposed to any new transportation funding, it’s important for residents of Pennsylvania to understand what the new law really is:
a road to a better future.
Before the Act was signed, Pennsylvania was collecting less tax revenue for
mile driven than at any time in history, according to the administration’s
10
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Meanwhile at the federal level, progress has been slow in providing a similar solution for the Highway Trust Fund – the source of about 50 percent
of all U.S. highway, transit, and bridge capital investments. Through the
federal highway program, Pennsylvania receives about $1.6 billion annually. If Congress and the president fail to take action by Oct. 1, 2014, there
will be no money available for new projects in fiscal year 2015.
To prevent this scenario, Congress needs to fix the Highway Trust Fund
in early 2014. For if done right, and in a similar bipartisan manner as
the governor and Pennsylvania General Assembly achieved, a significant
boost in transportation investment can help strengthen the
economy and competitiveness, create thousands of
U.S. jobs, improve safety, and get the motoring
public moving again.

Dr. Alison Premo Black is chief economist of
the Washington, D.C-based American Road
& Transportation Builders Association.

Ask your senators & congressman TODAY...
“What are YOU going to do to avoid
the collapse of the highway, bridge and
transit market in our state in 2015?”

Over the past 10 years, on average, the federal highway program has provided 52
cents of every $1 dollar invested by the state DOTs in highway and bridge capital
improvements. The map above shows the percentage for your state.
The source of that money, the federal Highway Trust Fund, will be virtually depleted
on October 1, 2014. As a result, absent congressional action, there will be no federal
dollars available for new projects in your state in 2015.

Use the toll-free ARTBA Action Hotline at 1-888-448-2782...
Tell Them: “Do your job! Fix the Highway Trust Fund!”
www.paconstructors.org
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"The men and women who stood for this bill understood that
compromise is not surrender, but rather a path to success."
Gov. Tom Corbett

A Path to
SUCCESS
Gov. Tom Corbett
during recognition
ceremony with
members of the
TCI-PAC Board.

APC Organizations Forge Historic
Funding Package
In late 2013, Pennsylvania enacted the most robust, longterm comprehensive transportation revenue increase in
the country. When fully developed, the increase will be
$2.3 billion per year with growth into the future.
The measure was passed by a Republican-controlled House of Representatives that is heavily influenced by an extremely conservative wing. The
transportation bill was championed by a governor who had taken the “no
tax” pledge in 2010 while campaigning for office.
How did our industry secure this victory?
It began with assessing our organization, with focus and alignment of the
industry and industry organizations. It required thoughtful leadership,
metric development, and staying on message. Associated Pennsylvania
Constructors Presidents Mike Palo and Dan Hawbaker provided steady
leadership over the course of four years.
In 2009, at Jamie Van Buren’s urging, APC formed the Highway Education Foundation. Several industry leaders banded together to provide the
funding for research resulting in the enduring phrase: “safety, convenience,
and quality of life in your community.” We moved away from selling failure
to selling hope for the future.
12
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Over the next four years, APC’s lobbyist George Wolff
worked diligently to find common ground for Keystone
Transportation Funding Coalition members and articulate that vision to the General Assembly. Pennlive
columnist Robert Vickers wrote about the effort:

“Wolff convinced traditional transportation funding rivals
(highway and transit advocates) that they would benefit
by working together. And he added a fourth crucial piece to
the mix. ‘That tripod turned into a four-legged chair, because
the people who actually use transportation got involved in the process,’
he (Wolff ) said. ‘The Heart Association and cancer people, and groups
interested in exercise and walking joined us.’”
In 2010, the Transportation Construction Industries PAC and the Keystone Transportation Funding Coalition met with gubernatorial candidates
to stress the importance of transportation funding as a quality of life and
economic driver in the Commonwealth.
Following Tom Corbett’s election as governor, he appointed Pennsylvania
Highway Information Association President Barry Schoch to serve as
Secretary of Transportation for PennDOT. This proved to be a watershed moment. Schoch’s private-sector connection led him to relate to the
industry efforts and communicate effectively with industry and funding
coalition members. However, it was his dogged determination in the face of
opposition that, in the end, won out over internal and external opponents
of transportation funding.
Secretary Schoch chaired the 2011 Transportation Funding Advisory
Commission (TFAC), to which APC Executive Vice President Bob
Latham was also appointed by Gov. Corbett. Many know that the commission was charged with, and succeeded in laying out, the funding plan that
later would be introduced as Senate Bill 1 and enacted as an amendment to
other funding bills to become Act 89-2013.
But, did you know that much of the TFAC schematic was sketched out
earlier in 2010 during Keystone Transportation Funding Coalition meetings
and presented to the candidates for governor?

For two years after the issuance of TFAC’s $2.5 billion recommendation, we waited for our elected leaders to move a transportation package. However, we did not just wait, we took action to
prompt their movement.
The APC Educational Trust Fund spent nearly $2 million during the course of 2011 and 2012, with approximately one quarter
of that going to paid advertising at various levels. Our affiliates,
the Contractors Association of Eastern Pennsylvania and the
Constructors Association of Western Pennsylvania, helped finance
the advertisement portion of the effort along with the Pennsylvania Asphalt Pavement Association and the American Council of
Engineering Companies.
Other advocacy paid for by your contributions to the APC Educational Trust Fund included organizing local and regional chambers
of commerce support and non-industry groups to voice their
support via op-ed pieces and letters to the editor of local newspapers; funding support for organizing the Keystone Transportation Funding Coalition’s grassroots meetings with legislators; the
Keystone Transportation Funding Coalition’s bi-weekly newsletter;
sponsorship and appearances by APC on Pennsylvania Newsmakers with Terry Madonna; operations and continued information
leadership by the Pennsylvania Highway Information Association
(PHIA); funding metrics development and production of metrics;
websites www.bettersaferroads.com and www.reconnectpa.org;
the American Road and Transportation Builders Association’s
landmark Economic Impact studies in 2010 and 2013; and funding
for The Road Information Program’s reports on the importance
of investing in Pennsylvania’s transportation system.
It was a phenomenal effort, but it’s only the beginning. In 2014,
we face a U.S. Congress that must solve the problem of the national Highway Trust Fund. We must also lay the groundwork for
the next state bill. As we are too aware, five years goes by quickly.

Pennsylvania’s New
Transportation Funding Law
Summary of Funding Levels Under Act 89
Transportation
Mode

Year 1 Estimate
(Jan. 1-June 30, 2014)

Year 5
Estimate

State Roads & Bridges

$188 million

$1.3 billion

Public Transportation

$60 million

$497 million

Local Roads & Bridges

$35 million

$237 million

PA Turnpike Expansion Projects

$13 million

$86 million

Multi-Modal Fund

$30 million

$144 million

Fish & Boat Commission

$3 million

$9 million

County/Forestry Bridges

$2 million

$12 million

Dirt/Gravel/Low-Volume Roads 		

$35 million

Total

$2.3 billion

$331 million

Overview of Funding Levels:
• Generates additional $2.3 billion per year by FY2017-18 for the
		 Commonwealth’s highway, bridge, public transit, local government,
		 and other modal infrastructure systems
• Generates additional $1.65 billion per year for highways and
		 bridges by 2017-18
• Generates additional $476 to $497 million per year for public
		 transit by 2017-18
• Provides additional $220 million per year in fuel tax revenue for
		 local government highway and bridge projects by 2017-18
• Establishes a new $144 million per year Multimodal Transportation
		 Fund by 2017-18 to fund Commonwealth aviation, freight and
		 passenger rail, ports and waterways, bicycle, and pedestrian projects
• Allows for PennDOT to achieve $1 billion in savings over 10 years
		 as a result of improved efficiencies

Engineering Innovation

York, PA
717.600.2220

www.gannettﬂeming.com • Ofﬁces Worldwide

2011 APC HighwayBuilder_3.375x2.125.indd 1

9/12/2011 4:28:13 PM

www.rkk.com

King of Prussia, PA
610.962.7860

www.paconstructors.org
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What the New Transportation
Funding Law Means to the Highway
Construction Industry
Many would argue that the enactment of Pennsylvania’s
new $2.3 billion plan is the most significant investment in
transportation since Gov. Gifford Pinchot’s road building
program transformed the Commonwealth in the 1930s.
Understanding the new 127-page transportation funding
law (now Act 89 of 2013) can be a daunting task. An important question is being asked by the highway construction
industry: What does all this mean to my company?
Because the revenues ramp up over the course of the next five years,
APC expects the answer to this question to be an ongoing process
as PennDOT evaluates what additional projects it can move to
construction.
What we do know is that PennDOT’s anticipated 2014 letting forecast
of $1.5 billion will increase to approximately $2 billion. This is a direct

Transportation
Facilities and Buildings
Design Build
Construction Services
Constructability/VE
Environmental Services

®

result of the new law being enacted and most of the new revenue
provisions taking effect on January 1. What we don’t know at this point
is how PennDOT plans to direct the additional $500 million in lettings
in 2014. Under the new law, PennDOT is granted $500 million in additional bonding authority to allow it to expedite projects while additional
revenues flow to the Commonwealth. PennDOT has not announced its
plans or schedule of how it will use such bonding authority to advance
construction projects. PennDOT Secretary Barry Schoch informed APC
that these determinations are being vetted within the Office of Project
Delivery, and letting schedules will be adjusted going forward as they
make final decisions.
In all cases, the $2.3 billion in additional revenues is generated from
increases to user fees, which include fuel taxes, registration and licensing fees, and various traffic violation, fine, and surcharges. For a general
summary of the five-year funding levels, visit http://pahighwayinfo.org.
In the end, Act 89 represents the comprehensive multimodal
transportation funding package that APC was seeking over the
past several years.

New Transportation Bill
Annual Construction Lettings
76% of highway and bridge
work goes to the private sector
$3,000,000,000
Est. 50,000
jobs created

$2,800,000,000
$2,600,000,000

With New Funding

$2,400,000,000
$2,200,000,000
$2,000,000,000
$1,800,000,000

Est. 12,000
jobs lost

$1,600,000,000

urbanengineers.com
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2019

2020

2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

2011

2012

1319 Sassafras Street
Erie, PA 16501

If New Funding Hadn’t Passed

$1,000,000,000
2010

156 Cumberland Parkway, Ste. 1
Mechanicsburg, PA 17055

$1,200,000,000
2009

1 Williamsburg Place
Warrendale, PA 15086

2008

530 Walnut Street
Philadelphia, PA 19106

$1,400,000,000

2007

Pennsylvania Locations:

The Point of the Spear

PennDOT Secretary Barry Schoch
addresses a packed house of the
Keystone Transportation Funding
Coalition (KTFC) at the beginning of
the week in which the comprehensive
transportation funding bill ultimately passed.
Secretary Schoch implored the KTFC to
remain vigilant and persistent in their efforts to convince legislators that a higher
$2.3 billion funding bill would create
jobs, improve public safety, and enhance quality of life.

Fall Seminar attendees anxiously await the results of
the House vote on the transportation funding bill.

The KTFC descended on Harrisburg,
kicking off a week of intense lobbying
by holding a rally on the main steps of the
capitol rotunda. The rally was attended by
hundreds of KTFC members in an incredible
display of unity and force.
Photo Courtesy of Commonwealth Media Services

Gov. Tom Corbett addresses a crowd of supporters in
Pittsburgh during the bill signing of the comprehensive
transportation funding bill. The bill became Act 89 of
2013 during this event alongside the Liberty Bridge at the
intersection of First Avenue and Municipal Courts Drive.
Photo Courtesy of Commonwealth Media Services

www.paconstructors.org
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Passing

the Gavel
The APC membership has elected a new slate
of officers and three additional members to
serve on the 2014-15 Board of Directors.
The new leadership team was installed
during the APC Annual Meeting held in
Hershey on Nov. 21, 2013. Geoffrey W.
Clarke became APC’s 44th president and
will be supported by Vice President Craig
A. Hoogstraten and Treasurer Max J.
Hempt. Robert E. Latham continues as
the association’s executive vice president
and chief staff officer.

16
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Geoffrey W.
Clarke

My Number One goal as APC
president is to assist the association in developing a closer working
relationship with PennDOT and
the Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission in order to support all APC
members in providing the quality
transportation system that Pennsylvanians deserve. As the organization’s leader, my role is to provide
a focus on issues and then help to
facilitate solutions.

Favorite quote: “A man has got to
know his limitations.” There are times
when you may want to challenge those
limitations and times when you need
to accept them. The key is to know
the difference. Other words to live
by: “Always do the right thing” … a
lesson my father drilled into me.

APC President
Executive Vice President,
Swank Construction
Company LLC
My idea of an adventure
is hiking the trails in the
mountains of Pennsylvania.
You never know what is
around the next bend.

I volunteer at APC because I feel
that in working for the association,
I can have a positive impact on the
industry that I have chosen for my
career. Geoff has served on the APC
Board of Directors since 1993, was
District 9-0 vice president from
1995 to 2013, and Risk Allocation
Committee chairman for eight years.

www.paconstructors.org
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Craig A.
Hoogstraten
APC Vice President
Contract Administrator,
James J. Anderson
Construction Co. Inc.

The current most pressing
challenge for the industry is the
need for Congress and the Obama
Administration to ‘fix’ the federal
Highway Trust Fund. In the absence
of a federal bill in the near future,
we will quickly see a major reduction
in the size of PennDOT’s letting
schedule and the impact to our
industry will be significant.      

When I’m not at work you can probably
find me at an ice rink in the area watching
one or both of my sons playing hockey
for their club team. My oldest is at the
Bantam level and the youngest plays at
the PeeWee level.
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In 2014, I predict that a federal
bill will pass Congress because
I believe that, just like here in
Pennsylvania, there is bi-partisan
support across the nation for a
new federal transportation bill.
This support comes from a broad
base of people that want to see
government perform one of its
basic core functions (i.e.,
infrastructure improvements)
while knowing that we must
remain competitive in this
global economy.

My company belongs to APC because
it not only helps keep our company
up-to-date with the most current issues
that impact our business with PennDOT,
it also provides us with an opportunity
to directly shape and change how these
issues impact our business. Participating
in APC is just good stewardship of our
industry.

Max J. Hempt
APC Treasurer
President,
Hempt Brothers Inc.

The biggest issue facing
my company is the ability to
attract new, qualified employees
to an industry faced with many
challenges. The limited
construction season certainly
makes it very difficult to recruit
young people. Changed
unemployment rules also
could cripple our workforce.

The employees at Hempt Bros. Inc.
are the most dedicated and loyal
employees in the state. We are fortunate
to have a great team that looks forward
to new challenges.

My favorite way to decompress
is by taking my springer spaniel
Ginger upland bird hunting. There
is nothing better than being out
in the field on a cool day and working
with my dog. My wife and I really
enjoy sharing the experience with
friends who have never had the opportunity to experience bird hunting.

APC ‘s most important role is to advocate the
importance of Pennsylvania’s transportation
system. The best example of this is APC’s
relationship with the Keystone Transportation Funding Coalition as we worked together
toward the passage of a comprehensive funding
program that will enhance public safety while
strengthening the state’s economy. The safety of
the traveling public should never be overlooked.

www.paconstructors.org
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Daniel J. Lucas, Kevin D. Reed, and Thomas
Westrom joined the board, bringing with them
an abundance of diversified experience in the
transportation construction industry.
Since its inception in 1920, the association has been led by countless
dedicated volunteers, who through their time and expertise have been a
vital force in fulfilling the association’s mission to:
• Advocate adequate funding for Pennsylvania’s transportation needs
• Foster a positive partnership among governmental agencies, officials
and APC members based on trust and integrity
• Promote quality in the design and construction of transportation systems

Daniel J. Lucas
Vice President

Walsh Construction Co.

Lucas has been in the construction industry for more than 18 years
and with Walsh Construction for more than 15. He moved to Pittsburgh in early 2007 to lead the Northeast Region within the Heavy
Civil Division of the Walsh Group. Lucas has made his home in
Washington County ever since.
During his leadership with Walsh Construction, Lucas has been
responsible for many multimillion-dollar construction projects
throughout Pennsylvania, primarily for PennDOT and the Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission. However, his biggest accomplishments
and proudest moments reside with his wife and three children.

Thomas Westrom, P.E., P.L.S.
President

Joseph B. Fay Co.

Westrom brings to APC’s Board 35-plus years of diversified experience in heavy civil, bridge, and highway construction. He is responsible for managing operations for offices in Pittsburgh and Baltimore,
including business development and implementation of the corporate
strategic growth plan.
Having been involved with some of Pennsylvania’s largest construction
projects, Westrom will bring expertise in constructability, procurement
methodology, and community and local government relations to the
Board. He is a registered professional engineer in Pennsylvania and a
member of the Engineering Society of Western Pennsylvania and the
Allegheny Conference Transportation Committee.
Our new directors look forward to working with their fellow board members
in fostering a positive partnership between government agencies and APC
while promoting the transportation construction industry in Pennsylvania.

Create. Enhance. Sustain.

Kevin D. Reed

President & COO – West Division
New Enterprise Stone & Lime Co. Inc.

Reed brings more than 35 years of experience in horizontal construction with a focus on the heavy-highway industry. Operating
from the New Enterprise Stone & Lime Corporate Office, Reed is
responsible for overseeing the total operations of its Heavy-Highway Contracts & Bridge Division, along with all quarries, hot mix
asphalt, ready mix, and pre-cast concrete plants.
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Ranked #1 in Transportation by Engineering
News-Record, AECOM delivers sustainable,
reliable and visionary projects.
www.aecom.com

the 2014 letting program is released. In anticipation of a robust
schedule, PennDOT and APC will discuss whether or not there
is a need for weekly bid openings in the short-term.

APC Board Focuses on Life After Funding
The APC Board of Directors met in Harrisburg on January 7, following
an Executive Committee/PennDOT Liaison meeting the previous day.
For several years transportation funding concerns overrode all issues for the
association. However, with passage of the transportation funding act the
Board looked to the future.
Jason Wagner, APC director of Policy and Government Relations, began
the meeting with a summarization of the contents of the new transportation funding legislation. A detailed summary of Act 89 of 2013 can be
viewed on the Pennsylvania Highway Information Association (PHIA)
website, www.pahighwayinfo.org. PennDOT anticipates a $1.9 billion to
$2 billion letting program for the 2014 calendar year as a result of the additional funding.

The Department is studying ways to reduce its overhead and
inspection costs and discussions centered on ways that industry
and PennDOT can work together to achieve this goal while
ensuring a high-quality construction product. Six areas of focus
were identified:
• Accelerate the award process to move projects quickly in 2014
• Improve submittal turnaround time for faster resolution of
quality issues
• Increase use of local acceptance testing
• Attain the highest quality bridge decks to extend their lives
• Assure that issues on jobsites are being addressed and, if
needed, properly elevated
• Move toward a greater role for private industry in quality assurance
and discuss whether warranties will achieve that goal or whether other
avenues are appropriate
The board also discussed Public Private Partnerships (P3) in general and
the Rapid Bridge Replacement project currently out for RFQ. Some believe there are many unanswered questions that should be addressed regarding P3s, and it was agreed that APC should form a committee to continue
to address P3 issues in general.

The comprehensive, system-wide and multimodal, broad-based approach
championed by the Keystone Transportation Funding Coalition was immeasurably important to the successful passage of the legislation. George
Wolff, architect of the coalition, said that the group plans to remain a
force in future policy debates. He made a plea to the APC membership to
actively support candidates in the upcoming primary election, regardless of
party affiliation, who made the difficult choice of supporting the bipartisan
initiative, accentuating the fact that government can work for positive change.
The multi-year advocacy campaign that ultimately got the job done,
strained the financial resources of the APC Educational Trust Fund (ETF)
and PHIA. Industry and coalition members will be approached to consider
contributions to help rebuild the coffers. Executive Vice President Bob
Latham presented a five-year financial plan, noting that the association’s
goal regarding future advocacy includes a return to a revenue-neutral
method of operation. The board and staff will be strategically focused on
building the association’s net assets while fulfilling its core missions of
owner-industry relations and construction market growth.
Risk Allocation Committee (RAC) Chairman Al Hoffman provided a
recap of the committee’s meeting with PennDOT, which was held earlier
in the day. Minutes from RAC meetings can be found on the APC website,
www.paconstructors.org.
President Geoff Clarke highlighted the topics discussed during the APCPennDOT Liaison Meeting, noting that it will be a few weeks before
www.paconstructors.org
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BUILDING
A POSITIVE
FUTURE
TOGETHER

AUTHORIZED DEALER:

Equipment Corporation of America (ECA) was founded in 1918 as a provider of construction,
industrial and material handling equipment. Today, ECA focuses primarily on the Foundation
Industry and is a premier distributor of Drilling Equipment for Large Diameter Drilled
Shafts, Small Diameter Drills for Earth Retention, Dedicated Piling Rigs and Pile Driving
Equipment and Accessories. We offer a full array of new equipment manufactured by the
Bauer Machine Group and Affiliated companies, supports a large and diverse rental fleet,
and provides parts and service from their five locations. Just as in 1918, ECA is the premier
provider of reliable and innovative products, services and solutions to the construction industry.
PROVEN EXPERTISE

SERVICE S & TE CHNOLOGIE S

ECA is consistently represented on nearly every
major and high profile project across the U.S and
Canada, and in a variety of capacities. Our success
stems from the diversity of our product lines, our
best-in-class service and our specialized knowledge
to adapt equipment to a variety of projects.

➭ New and Used Equipment Sales and Rentals
➭ Large Diameter Drill Rigs
➭ Soil Mixing@ Slurry Wall Equipment
➭ Earth Retention & Micropile Drills
➭ Fixed & Telescopic Mast Mobile Piling Rigs
➭ Pile Driving Equipment
- Diesel
- Air
- Hydraulic Impact
- Free Hanging Vibratory Hammers
- Excavator Mounted Vibratory Hammers
➭ Drilling Tools and Accessories
➭ Overburden Drilling Systems
➭ Sectional Casing Systems
➭ Equipment Service and Rebuilding
➭ Welding & Fabricating
➭ Field Service Fleet
➭ Parts, Accessories, Replacement Drill Teeth

This knowledge and demonstrated success has
placed our employees and equipment in crucial roles
when and where they are needed the most. Like
the widening projects on the Pennsylvania and New
Jersey Turnpikes, Ground Zero, levee restoration
in the Gulf after Hurricane Katrina, and the
post-collapse replacement of the Mississippi River
Bridge in Minneapolis. Stadiums? We have had our
equipment on basically every major stadium built
east of the Mississippi. Environmentally sensitive
projects? We have solved customer problems where
local emission standards have exceeded Federal
EPA standards or where the use of biodegradable
and synthetic oils are required.

Find out how we can build a foundation together. 1.800.PILE-USA -or- www.ecanet.com

EQUIPMENT CORPORATION OF AMERICA

B U I L D I N G F O U N DATI O N S S I N C E 1 91 8

PITTSBURGH
PO Box 306
Coraopolis, PA 15108
P 412.264.4480
F 412.264.1158

PHILADELPHIA
PO Box 837
Aldan, PA 19018
P 610.626.2200
F 610.626.2245

WASHINGTON, D.C.
6300 Foxley Road
Upper Marlboro, MD 20772
P 301.599.1300
F 301.599.1597

TORONTO
34 Anderson Blvd
Uxbridge, ON L9P 0C7
P 905.640.9800
F 905.640.9808
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FALL SEMINAR
HIGHLIGHTS AND HAPPENINGS
A Celebration of 35 Years of Teamwork and Partnerships
While lawmakers were hard at work in Harrisburg debating
historic bipartisan transportation funding legislation, Fall
Seminar attendees tuned into the House proceedings online
from Hershey. Tense moments were followed by APC Executive Vice President Bob Latham
making an announcement during the
Informal Interaction Reception that
the Micozzie Amendment to HB 106
had passed the House. The funding
bill would soon be on its way to Gov.
Tom Corbett’s desk for his signature.

“Engaging … inspiring … riveting … compelling” – These are just a few of the adjectives
used to describe the Opening General Session
keynote speaker Captain Richard Phillips. Phillips is the hero captain of the Maersk Alabama,
a cargo ship hijacked by Somali pirates in 2009.
Captain Phillips gave an incredible account of
this terrifying experience while comparing it to
the challenges of running a business today.

The 2014 seminar, November 19-21, will feature an expanded exhibit hall with an additional 22 booths. Expect
lively interaction in the workshop sessions following what
is anticipated to be a robust construction season.
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A surprise address by Gov. Corbett at the
Closing General Session brought the audience to its feet. As Pennsylvania Transportation Secretary Barry Schoch looked on, the
governor had words of praise for the legislators who made the tough vote in favor of the
legislation that will benefit all Pennsylvanians
for decades to come. Savoring the victory, the
governor and secretary commended those
in the industry who persevered for so many
years to get the job done.
Photo Courtesy of Commonwealth Media Services

In August 1979, 170 APC members and PennDOT representatives
attended the first Fall Seminar at the Hershey Motor Lodge. In 2013, at the
35th anniversary event, attendance topped 1,600. Visit www.apcfallseminar.com
to download presentations from the workshop breakouts and general session
and to view photos.

2013 FALL SEMINAR INFORMAL INTERACTION SPONSORS
Ammann & Whitney
Association for the Improvement
of American Infrastructure
Alfred Benesch & Co.
The Louis Berger Group Inc.
Buchart Horn Inc.
Bursich Associates Inc.
C.C. Johnson & Malhotra PC
Dewberry
Erdman Anthony
Gannett Fleming Inc.
Geobrugg North America LLC
Gibson-Thomas Engineering Co. Inc.
Groff Tractor & Equipment Inc.
Hatch Mott MacDonald
HDR Engineering Inc.
HRI Inc.
HTNE Hydrodemolition Services LLC

JBC Associates Inc.
Johnson, Mirmiran & Thompson Inc.
Kriger Construction Inc.
LandMarker Geospatial
The Lane Construction Corp.
P. Joseph Lehman Inc.
Malick & Scherer PC
A.D. Marble & Co.
The Markosky Engineering Group Inc.
McCormick Taylor Inc.
McTish, Kunkel & Associates
Modified Concrete Suppliers
Modjeski and Masters Inc.
MS Consultants Inc.
The Neel Company/T-Wall®
New Enterprise Stone & Lime Co. Inc.
Northeast Prestressed Products LLC
Nyleve Bridge Corp.

II.U.O.E.
.U.O.E. LOCAL
LOCAL 66
66

Peckar & Abramson
Post & Schell P.C.
The Reinforced Earth Co.
Rummel, Klepper & Kahl, LLP
Road-Con Inc.
SAI Consulting Engineers
Stephenson Equipment Inc.
STV Incorporated
Swank Construction Co. LLC
Terra-Mechanics Inc.
Titusville Fabricators
Traffic Planning and Design Inc.
Trumbull/Lindy Paving/Gulisek
T.W. Consultants Inc.
Urban Engineers Inc.
Volkert Inc.

CONTRACTORS
CONTRACTORS •• DEVELOPERS
DEVELOPERS

Rt. 22, I-376 Bridge in Monroeville

The Operating Engineers are your one stop resource
for qualified and productive operating engineers and
heavy equipment mechanics.
Pipeline Project

WORKING WITH BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS
TO BUILD A BETTER COMMUNITY

What can Local 66 do for you?
The best trained, most capable work force. Professional tradesmen and
tradeswomen have received the specialty training needed to meet the complex
challenges of your project.
Service you can count on. We’ll work with you to answer any questions or solve
any problems at your convenience.
Smart business know-how. You’ll benefit from our years of experience and a
proven track record we bring to the job.
Bottom-line, dollar-for-dollar value. Value is bringing the highest professional and
performance standards to your job site-from the beginning of a project to its
completion. We at Local 66 are committed to being the premier value provider of
operating engineers in the region.

Mellon Arena Demolition

VA Hospital in Oakland, PA

The Operating Engineers lead the nation in pipeline training.

I.U.O.E. Local 66 Headquarters • 111 Zeta Drive • Pittsburgh, PA 15238 • Ph (412) 968-9120

Visit us at www.iuoe66.org

www.paconstructors.org
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E: SHERMAN VALLEY RUN BRIDGE

erated Bridge Construction Project

y Run Bridge, located in Bedford County on State Route 1020, in July 2012 as
DS Group of Altoona designed the bridge under the direction of the District 9-0
New Enterprise Stone and Lime Co., Inc. detailed, fabricated and delivered the
the project.

MAJOR SPONSORS

Hospitality Suite – Cleveland Brothers Equipment Co. Inc.
Continental Breakfast – TranSystems
Printing of the Program Booklet – Michael Baker Jr. Inc.
Lunch Totes – Keystone Acquisition Services Corp.
Name Badge Lanyards – ARROW Land Solutions LLC
Keynote Speaker – Glenn O. Hawbaker Inc.
On-site Registration Envelopes – Joseph B. Fay Co.
Printing of the Registration Brochure – New Enterprise Stone
& Lime Co. Inc.
Audio/Visual – AECOM
Hershey Lodge Key Cards – L.R. Kimball
Exhibit Hall Welcome Message Boards – Cherry, Weber
FINISHED STRUCTURE
& Associates
scour cut off walls
and
moment
approach
slabs.
The bridge
Informal Interaction
Cocktail
Napkins
– Thewas
Neelsuccessfully
Co./T-Wall®
OT schedule starting at detour implementation. Newcrete utilized the building
ble Company, to model the bridge in 3D and create the framing plan and shop
mbined several of the substructure units reducing the total number of precast
ments were “match casted” and partially assembled at the plant to ensure all the

Daily Reader Board Sponsors –
McTish, Kunkel & Associates
Prudent Engineering
The Reinforced Earth Co.
WBCM
Registration Packet Assembly – RETTEW
Exhibit Break Sponsors –
Cooper Trading Inc.
JBC Associates
L.R. Kimball
McClain & Co. Inc.
Moretrench
Widmer Engineering

letely achieved, and New Enterprise Stone & Lime Co., Inc. extends a sincere
uted to the success of this unique project.

Creating Value ...

New Enterprise
Stone & Lime Co., Inc.

Crea�ng value by delivering
innova�ve and sustainable
solu�ons for infrastructure
and the environment.
Photo provided courtesy of Bernie Zielinski (PA Turnpike Commission)

 Blacktop
 Crushed Stone
 Ready-Mix
Concrete
 Lime

Monongahela River Bridge
Washington and Faye�e Coun�es, PA

 Free Estimates

... Delivering Solutions

 No Job Too Big
or Too Small

Planning • Environmental • Roadway & Bridge Design
Traﬃc Engineering • Geospa�al Technologies • Design-Build
Geotechnical • Construc�on Management and Inspec�on
Cost Es�ma�on, Scheduling and Claims Analysis • Surveying
Pipeline Design • Marcellus Shale Support

Serving Commercial
& Residential
Customers Since 1924

Pennsylvania Oﬃces:
Allentown • Beaver • Harrisburg • Horsham
Moon Township • Philadelphia • Pi�sburgh
Airside Business Park, 100 Airside Drive
Moon Township, PA 15108

Corporate Office: (814) 766-2211  www.nesl.com
PA H.I. Contractors Lic. #PA037617

www.paconstructors.org
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2013 FALL SEMINAR EXHIBITORS
Acrow Corp. of America
Advanced Drainage Systems Inc.
AeroMetric Inc.
All Crane Rental of PA
American Concrete Pavt. Assn.-PA Chapter
Architectural Polymers
ARROW Land Solutions LLC
ASC Group Inc.
ASHE Harrisburg Section
Atlantic Concrete Cutting Inc.
AZZ Galvanizing Inc.
B&K Equipment & Crane Service LLC
Barton & Loguidice
Beth’s Barricades
BL Companies Inc.
Boyd Instrument & Supply Co. Inc.
Brayman Construction Corp.
The D.S. Brown Co.
Callahan Paving Products Inc.
CC Consulting Corp.
C.C. Johnson & Malhotra PC
CDP
Century Engineering Inc.
Cherry, Weber & Associates PC
Cleveland Brothers Equipment Co. Inc.
Concrete Simplicity Consulting & Supply
Contech Engineered Solutions
Cooper Trading Inc.
M.H. Corbin Inc.

CTS Cement/Rapid Set
Czop/Specter Inc.
Dawood Engineering Inc.
DBE Supportive Services Center
Envision Consultants Ltd.
Equipment Corporation of America
Federal Highway Administration
Flagger Force Traffic Control Services
GAI Consultants Inc.
General Highway Products Inc.
GeoStructures
Geotech Services Inc.
Greenman-Pedersen Inc.
Groff Tractor & Equipment Inc.
GTS Technologies Inc.
H2 Engineering Services Inc.
Halferty Metals Co.
Hall Industries Inc.
Harcon Corp.
Haydon Bolts Inc.
Hayward Baker
High Steel Structures Inc.
Highway Care USA
Hilti
HRV Conformance Verification Associates Inc.
I&I Slingmax Rigging Solutions
International Construction Equipment Inc.
JBC Associates
Johnson, Mirmiran & Thompson Inc.
continued on page 28

Protection Services Inc.

a Subsidiary of New Enterprise Stone & Lime Co., Inc.

www.paconstructors.org
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2013 Fall Seminar Exhibitors continued
KCI Technologies Inc.
KTA - Tator Inc.
L.R. Kimball
LandMarker Geospatial LLC
Larson Design Group
Lotus Environmental Consulting LLC
Mabey Inc.
Malick & Scherer PC
A.D. Marble & Co.
McClain & Co. Inc.
McCrossin
MESH Consulting LLC
A.C. Miller Concrete Products Inc.
Modified Concrete Suppliers/HTNE Hydrodemolition
Modjeski & Masters Inc.
Moretrench American Corp.
Multiquip/Sanders
Navarro & Wright Consulting Engineers Inc.
The Neel Company/T-Wall®
Newcrete Products
Northeast Prestressed Products LLC
NTM Engineering Inc.
Oldcastle Precast
Pennoni Associates Inc.
Pennsylvania Asphalt Pavement Association
Pennsylvania Concrete Pipe Association
Prime AE Group Inc.
Protection Services Inc.
Quikrete
Rampart Hydro Services

The Reinforced Earth Co.
RETTEW
Rue Environmental LLC
Rummel, Klepper & Kahl LLP
Seismic Energy Products Inc.
So-Deep Inc.
Spec Formliners
Specialized Engineering
Strawser Construction Inc.
Styron LLC
STV
Susquehanna Civil Inc.
Terra-Mechanics Inc.
Terre Hill Concrete Products
A. Morton Thomas & Associates Inc.
Traffic Planning and Design Inc.
TranSystems Corp.
Trinity Highway Products
Underground Services Inc.-SoftDig
Urban Engineers Inc.
USG
Vector Corrosion Technologies
Volkert Inc.
Wallace Montgomery
R. J. Watson Inc.
Whitman, Requardt & Associates LLP
The L. C. Whitford Materials Co.
Widmer Engineering Inc.
George L. Wilson Co. Inc.
Witman Engineers & Consultants LLC
Young Galvanizing Inc.

• PennDOT & PA Turnpike approved
• Complete design support for both
design/bid & design/build projects
• Rapid installation, small crew needs
• Minimal excavation & select backfill
• Wide range of acceptable backfill
• Prompt, reliable customer service

ACCELERATED BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION
703 913 7858 www.neelco.com
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SHRP/NYSDOT PROJECT: I-84, Poughkeepsie, NY

HEAVY CIVIL SURVEYING

AND MACHINE GUIDANCE SPECIALISTS.

The Construction Support Professionals

Machine Guidance Systems
Structural Monitoring
Construction Layout
Equipment Rentals
Data Preparation
Civil Engineering
Surveying
Site Calibration
3D Laser Scanning
Marine Positioning
Equipment Sales and Service

www.LMGeo.com
OFFICES IN NEW JERSEY AND PENNSYLVANIA

www.paconstructors.org
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by M. Scott Hursch, CPA, CCIFP

The enactment of Act 89 of 2013,
the multi-billion transportation
funding bill, will translate into
rejuvenated business activity for
the transportation construction
industry in Pennsylvania. This is
the time to review your business
processes and procedures and
M. Scott Hursch
prepare for this next wave of
business growth! Now is the time to have a business physical.
No, you don’t call your doctor’s office to schedule this; you call
your business doctor, a professional who understands your
business in a unique way that no other advisor does, your
Construction CPA. This professional can evaluate your
processes and procedures, from accounting to project
management, and help you to identify and improve
many aspects of your business. With the influx of
new work that is anticipated over the next several
years this is the time to call your Construction
CPA and ask for an operational review.
The objective of the review is to identify
weaknesses that are resulting in profit
leakage, ranging from inadequate planning for projects to unnecessary
duplication in business processes.
The review will provide you with
30
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valuable information and recommendations for increased control of quality,
costs, and profits. Additionally, a review can be focused on the entire organization or specific departments or processes.

The basic steps to an operational review are:

1. Performance assessment
2. Identification of opportunities for improvement
3. Development of an action plan
4. Evaluation effectiveness of the implementation of the plan
A detailed, written report is prepared and reviewed with you and/or your
board of directors.
In the performance assessment stage, your key financial metrics and other
performance metrics are compared to industry norms in order to identify
indicators of underperformance.
In the next stage, the processes that drive those areas are documented
and assessed to determine the causes of the underperformance and what
changes are needed to rectify the situation. At this stage an action plan is
developed in conjunction with management to implement the identified
changes. Finally, as the changes are implemented a continuous monitoring
process evaluates the effectiveness of the changes and identifies any tweaking that may be necessary.
This review is not for the weak of heart, because it will require difficult
decisions and changes that are required in order to reach your goals. It
is also a time-consuming and lengthy process, but one that can put your
company on a track for success. The goal is to help you work smarter so
you don’t have to work so hard. Some of the benefits of commissioning
an operational review often include:

Winter 2014

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improved coordination of activities between locations and departments
Development of a culture of continuous improvement
Streamlined workflow to enhance productivity
Improved morale and efficiency on the jobsite and in the office
Improved cash flow thru efficient billing, collection, and payment processes
Identification of revenue-enhancement and expense-reduction opportunities
Enhanced use of current technology
Improved customer satisfaction
Maximization of the use of your business systems
Improved communication within your business
Development of statistical baselines that can be used for measurement of progress

If any of these sound like improvements your business could use, then you should consider calling
your business doctor today to discuss how to get started on the road to reduced business risk and
higher profits.
Scott Hursh is Managing Partner at Stambaugh Ness P.C., a regional CPA and Business Consulting
firm serving the Mid-Atlantic region.
Editor’s note: APC is looking to our members to help supply DYK content. Email Cindy Sells at
csells@paconstructors.org if you would like to be contacted about article submission.

TRANSPORTATION &
INFRASTRUCTURE
BUILDINGS &
FACILITIES
Photo © RVOIII Photography

CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT
ENERGY
SERVICES

Enduring. Driven. Visionary.
STV provides value- and quality-driven bridge and roadway designs throughout
Pennsylvania and the nation. Whether your project is design-build or traditional
delivery, we are committed to successful infrastructure design.
We are 100 percent employee-owned and, with a stake in the business, our
engineers and designers are motivated to satisfy our clients. We focus on what
matters most: personal attention, quality, and innovative thinking. Our steady
growth is proof-positive that we do it right, one successful project after another;
above: Route 29 All-Electronic Interchange, Chester County, PA.

Offices in Philadelphia,
Douglassville, Harrisburg, Pittsburgh,
and Williamsport
Contact: Leonard Smith, Jr., PE
(717) 545-2103
Leonard.Smith@stvinc.com
An employee-owned firm
Offices nationwide
www.stvinc.com

www.paconstructors.org
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BUILDING TOMORROW’S
BRIDGES. TODAY.

MMFX2 ReINFORCING STEEL
Uncoated Corrosion Protection
High-Strength Grade 100
100+ Years Service Life

Uncoated Corrosion-Resistant | High-Strength | Lowest Life Cycle Cost
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For more information
866.466.7878
www.mmfx.com

Submit news about your company
to Cynthia K. Sells via email
at csells@paconstructors.org

What is Old is New
In the fall 2013 issue, HB ran a feature article submitted by HNTB
Corporation that demonstrated the successful use of accelerated bridge
construction (ABC) methods for replacing existing structures. Utilizing
the lateral slide method on the Interstate 84 bridges in New York eliminated the need for a temporary bridge and
allowed for the replacement of each
structure with a single-night closure.
Reading this article inspired
Bob Buckley, chairman of the Board
and CEO of Buckley & Company
Inc. to share with us how his firm
used a similar “roll-in” concept on
the Spring Garden Street Bridge in
Philadelphia – in 1957. The project
was completed in one weekend.

Erdman Anthony Harrisburg Office Participates
in Mentor Program
For the fifth year, Erdman Anthony staff members will help local high
school students explore careers in engineering as part of the ACE
Mentor Program of America Inc. in Cumberland/Perry County.
The 20-week program includes sessions on various aspects of architecture, construction, and engineering careers. Sessions involve speakers
from these fields as well as hands-on exercises and field trips. Students
this year will take part in designing a firehouse as their final project.
“This is a great program to help students decide if they are interested in
pursuing any of these fields as a career,” said Tammy Casey, Erdman Anthony Structural Detailer associate, who has been part of the Cumberland/
Perry program since its inception. “It’s also a great opportunity for Erdman
Anthony staff to collaborate with colleagues in related areas of expertise
on a valuable program in our community.” Information on colleges and
scholarships is also made available to students as part of the program.
To learn more, visit the firm’s website at www.erdmananthony.com.

Erdman Anthony offers highway and traffic
engineering expertise that adapts with the
transportation industry to meet tomorrow’s
challenges. From initial traffic modeling and
analyses through final geometry and
design details, our staff has delivered
projects at the forefront of industry trends.

Harrisburg, PA ♦ Pittsburgh, PA

I-590/Winton Road
Diverging Diamond Interchange
Rochester, NY

PA 35 / SR3002 Roundabout
Mifflintown, PA

www.erdmananthony.com

www.paconstructors.org
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In Memoriam: Russell E. Horn, Sr. P.E.
A Visionary’s Plan Continues
Submitted by Buchart Horn Inc.
The A/E industry is a small, tightly knit community. We are respected competitors pursuing the
same project today and collaborators on another
project tomorrow. We gratefully acknowledge
the many messages of sympathy, respect, and
appreciation our fellow engineers and architects have expressed for our
co-founder, Russell E. Horn, Sr., who passed away on Dec. 4, 2013 at the
age of 101.
Though not involved in the day-to-day operation of the firm for more
than a decade, Senior, as he was known to all Buchart Horn employees,
maintained a keen interest in the challenges and successes of the organization he founded in 1945 with childhood friend and renowned architect
Clair S. Buchart.
While his passing is a great personal loss to his family and to those of us
who have worked with him for years, Senior, in his wisdom, always focused
on tomorrow and the road ahead. Ordinary leaders guide you to specific
goals and worthy finish lines. Visionary leaders establish a legacy. Russell

Horn, Sr. was no ordinary leader. He left us with a legacy, a vision for the
road ahead with mile markers clearly delineating the continued progress of
Buchart Horn Inc.
Russell positioned us to confidently and securely advance on the road to
enticing opportunities and exciting challenges. He demanded a strong
financial footing for the firm and founded it on sound business principles so
that the organization he worked so hard to grow would adjust and adapt to
economic cycles, shifts in technology, and changes in the industry.
Those deliberate, well-constructed, and tested plans included a financially
sound, incremental process that protects his legacy and ensures that his
memory will be best served by the continued success of the company he
founded with the ownership structure he created. Russell built Buchart
Horn for the future. A great man has passed the baton to leaders he mentored and positioned to carry on this company that has made history. We
continue on the road he established, happy to honor and advance his legacy.

Caron Appointed Principal Associate at Erdman Anthony
The Board of Directors of Erdman Anthony
recently announced the promotion of
Noel Caron, P.E., to principal associate.
Caron has served as Erdman Anthony core
business leader for Construction Services since
the fall of 2011. He is a licensed professional
engineer in the states of Pennsylvania and
Florida, and a licensed attorney in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. He holds a master’s
and bachelor’s degree in engineering as well as a degree in law. The New
Cumberland resident is an active member of the Erdman Anthony strategic leadership team and a member of its board of directors. In addition,
he directly supports both the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation and the Pennsylvania Turnpike, supplying his expertise on construction management agreements for those clients.

ARCHITECTURE

I

E N V I R O N M E N TA L

I

T R A N S P O R TAT I O N

Oﬃces located throughout Pennsylvania:
York I Harrisburg I Lehigh Valley I New Cumberland
Pittsburgh I State College I Stroudsburg
800-274-2224 I www.bh-ba.com
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American Infrastructure Wins ABC Eastern
Pennsylvania’s 2013 Award of Excellence
American Infrastructure, announced that its
Allan A. Myers Division received the Associated Builders & Contractors (ABC) Eastern
Pennsylvania Chapter’s Award of Excellence
for its Pennsylvania Turnpike new electronic
interchange project at Exit 320 in Great Valley.
“This was an important project for our company, and to be recognized by ABC with an
Award of Excellence for it makes the hard work
and dedication of our team that much more rewarding,” said American
Infrastructure’s Chairman and CEO A. Ross Myers. “This project took
significant collaboration among federal, state, and local government
organizations, as well as subcontractors and other parties, and also had
a number of environmental and weather-related challenges. Our team
should be extremely proud of being a part of this project where safety,
the environment, and high quality were top priority and where they were
able to ease the traffic burden for so many travelers.”
The project was a new, four-way, all-electronic (EZ-Pass) interchange
designed to help alleviate the traffic congestion in the Great Valley area,
where more than 50,000 motorists travel each day. The project included
widening the turnpike for three-quarters of a mile in both directions,
construction of four bridges, and much more. The project encompassed
three townships and required significant coordination and cooperation to
complete. Environmental considerations were a priority for many years
before the ground was broken and sound environmental principles were
used throughout the construction process.
For more information, visit www.americaninfrastructure.com.

McConkey Employees Earn Professional
Designations; New Hire Announced
McConkey Insurance & Benefits is pleased to congratulate two of its
employees on receiving professional designations. Gregory E. Marco,
MBA, AFSB, Surety Bond executive, has earned the AFSB designation. The Associate in Fidelity and Surety Bonding (AFSB) designation
is a specialty designation focusing on surety bonds. It signifies that an
individual working in this field has attained comprehensive knowledge
of both contract and non-contract surety. This designation also improves
the ability to serve principals and obligees in contract bonding by gaining more understanding of construction, contract bond law, and the
contract bid process.
John S. Olkowski, CIC, AAI, Business
Insurance executive, has been awarded the
designation of Certified Risk Manager (CRM)
by the National Alliance for Insurance Education and Research. The five-part series of written examinations are designed to test professional competence in the areas of exposure
identification, hazard mitigation, and financial
management. Olkowski is one of only 3,600
insurance professionals worldwide who hold
Highway
this designation.

B
1⁄8 Page Ho
McConkey is also pleased to announce that 3 3⁄8” x 2 1
Timothy M. Ziegler, CRIS, has been hired10/03/13
as a Business Insurance executive, focusing
on construction. Ziegler started his career
with Travelers as a Workers’ Compensation
claim representative. He then spent time as an
underwriter prior to his move to McConkey.
He graduated from The Pennsylvania State
University-University Park, earning a Bachelor
of Science degree in Crime, Law, and Justice.

Design and Construction Managers,
Fulfill your outreach requirements and

KEEP YOUR PUBLIC INFORMED.
Our proven, web-based solutions for Public Involvement,
Public Information and Community Relations programs
are affordable, effective and user-friendly.

(formerly PRIME Engineering, Inc.)

Bergmaier Communications/EarthSky Studios is DBE Certified.

Bridge Design, Bridge Inspection,
Highway Design, Traffic Analysis,
and Construction Management/
Construction Inspection Services

Call us today at: 215-513-0157 or Jim@BergComm.com

www.primeeng.com
www.paconstructors.org
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Pennsylvania Students Take Top Places in National
Transportation Video Contest

Wagman Companies Inc. Named Corporation
of the Year
Wagman Companies Inc. was named
Corporation of the Year by the Central
PA Chapter of the Association of Fundraising Professionals (AFP). According to the AFP, Wagman was selected
for “extraordinary efforts not only to
provide, but to raise funds for non-profit
organizations, along with a strong commitment to the community which serves
as inspiration to your employees and
other businesses.”

Alexander Zemaitis of the Capital Area School for the Arts in New
Cumberland took second place in the Washington, D.C.-based American Road & Transportation Builders Association’s (ARTBA) 3rd Annual
Student Transportation Video Contest in the Elementary, Middle or
High School Students category. His four-minute video, “A Country in
Motion” takes a look at the history of transportation infrastructure policy.
Third Place in the same category went to Alice and David Navadeh of
North Allegheny Intermediate High School in Wexford. Their video,
“Bridges: Why America Must Invest Now,” provides a compelling look
at the epidemic of deficient bridges in the country and explains why
more investment is needed.
Sponsored by ARTBA’s Research and Education Division (RED), the
contest aims to raise awareness about transportation infrastructure issues among younger generations by challenging students to develop a
brief video exploring various topics relating to America’s transportation
network. Students are able to choose their own subject matter, with most
focusing on how transportation infrastructure is built and paid for, the
impacts of traffic congestion, transportation, and urban development
plans, and the public’s perception of transportation development.
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Wagman Companies Inc.’s
Lisa Wagman Glezer and
Jennifer Cramer attended the
Awards Luncheon.

The Central PA AFP National Philanthropy Day Awards Luncheon was held
during the Annual Fall Conference at
The Clarion Hotel in New Cumberland.
Lisa Wagman Glezer, part of the fourth generation at Wagman Companies Inc., accepted the award. For more information about the AFP
Central PA Awards, visit www.afpcentralpa.com/NPD-Award-Winnerspage.html.

TPD Ranked as a Top Design-Build Design Firm
Traffic Planning and Design Inc. (TPD) was recently ranked as the
No. 17 Top Design-Build Design Firm in the nation by Roads & Bridges
(R&B) magazine as part of its 2013 Go-To List. To form the list, R&B
sent its survey to more than 10,000 government officials from various
levels of government, inquiring which design firms they preferred to
work with. TPD was previously ranked as the No. 20 Top Design-Build
Design Firm by R&B as part of their 2010 Go-To List.
TPD’s ranking is a result of providing technically proficient and highly
responsive Design-Build services in the following project areas: Structure
Design, Roadway Design, Traffic Signal Design, Traffic Control/MPT
Plans, ADA Ramp Design, Park-and-Ride Facilities, Betterment/
Streetscapes Projects, Utility Clearances, and Right-of-Way Clearances.
TPD’s commendation is a reflection of the firm’s highly qualified personnel and innovative design processes, which combine to achieve the timely
and cost-efficient completion of successful projects for facility owners
and Design-Build contractors. TPD’s strategically located network of
offices, progressive management structure, aggressive investment in
technology, and priority on individual accountability enable the firm to
provide high-quality service, responsiveness, and local knowledge for the
benefit of clients, teaming partners, and ultimately the traveling public.
The firm’s Design-Build capabilities are demonstrated by the following
ongoing and recently completed projects:
• Maintenance and Protection of Traffic (MPT) Plans for Blue Route
Reconstruction (S.R. 476 Section RDC): PennDOT District 6-0 sub to Allan A. Myers
• William Penn Highway Park-and-Ride Facility expansion (S.R. 33
Section 02S): PennDOT District 5-0 - sub to Imperial Excavating
and Paving
• I-70 Structure Replacement (S.R. 0070, Section 10Q): PennDOT
District 12-0 – sub to BCI
• Four-Span Bridge Deck Replacement (S.R. 44 Section 39):
PennDOT District 3-0 - sub to Susquehanna Supply Co.
• 700 ADA Curb Ramps in Luzerne and Lackawanna counties:
PennDOT District 4-0 - sub to Slusser Brothers/Pennsy Supply

Wagman Companies Inc. Ranks No. 7 Among Best
Places to Work

Wagman Companies Inc. (G.A. & F.C. Wagman Inc. & Wagman
Construction Inc.) was recognized among 2013’s Top 100 Best Places
to Work in PA at an awards banquet on Dec. 5, 2013, at the Lancaster
County Convention Center in Lancaster. Wagman ranked No. 7 among
the Best Places to Work in PA in the Large Company category.
Mike Glezer, CEO of Wagman Companies Inc. said,“We are thrilled to
be ranked No. 7 among the Best Places to Work in PA! It’s a great honor
and an amazing achievement to share with everyone at Wagman. We value
the feedback from the surveys and appreciated comments that describe
Wagman as having a family feel and being people oriented and safety
focused. Our employees have embraced the culture we strive to achieve.”
The awards program, created in 2000, is one of the first statewide
programs of its kind in the country. The program is a public/private
partnership between Team Pennsylvania Foundation, the Pennsylvania
Department of Community and Economic Development, the Pennsylvania State Council of the Society for Human Resource Management,
and the Central Penn Business Journal.
This survey and awards program was designed to identify, recognize, and
honor the best places to be employed in Pennsylvania, benefiting the
state’s economy, its workforce, and businesses. Employee survey feedback accounts for 75 percent of the evaluation process. Best Companies
Group managed the overall registration and survey process.
For more information on the Best Places to Work in PA, visit www.
bestplacestoworkinpa.com.

www.paconstructors.org
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Pease Promoted to Vice President at Urban
Urban Engineers (Urban) is pleased to announce the promotion of Orla Pease, P.E.,
PTOE, who leads the firm’s Traffic Consulting
Division in Pennsylvania, to vice president. This
promotion is the result of leadership within the
firm, earned respect within the industry, delivering services and/or acquiring work consistent
with Urban’s mission and strategic plan, and an
established commitment to the firm’s future.
Since joining Urban in 2007, Pease’s leadership and proactive business
approach have led to lucrative contracts with the City of Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, Delaware Department
of Transportation (DelDOT), and New Jersey Department of Transportation, as well as various municipalities in Connecticut. Her efforts
over the past three years with the Traffic Division in Pennsylvania have
contributed to the department’s significant growth in the number of
employees and total revenue.
A professional engineer in five states, Pease has an extensive background
in traffic operations and final design that involves transportation planning and analysis; traffic impact and highway access studies; contextsensitive solutions; environmental document preparation; analysis of
transportation systems; and traffic signal design. Her projects are award
winning; for instance, her team’s contributions on DelDOT’s U.S. 13 and
40 Pedestrian Safety Project garnered Project of the Year Honors from
the Mid-Atlantic Section of the Institute of Transportation Engineers
(MASITE) and the American Society of Highway Engineers, Delaware
Chapter. She has published several traffic engineering articles and is
often requested to speak on various topics related to her expertise.

contributions to the organization. She is a co-chair of the Simulation
and Capacity Analysis User Group (SimCap), and member of the
Executive Committee of the Traffic Engineering Council for ITE. Pease
earned her bachelor’s degree in civil and environmental engineering and
master’s degree in engineering from University College in Cork, Ireland.

SAI Announces Newest Professional Engineers

Brett Rusnock

Jarid Antonio

Ivan Prabhakher

Tim O’Donnell

SAI Consulting
Engineers Inc. is
proud to announce that
Jarid Antonio, Tim
O’Donnell, Brett
Rusnock, and Ivan
Prabhakher have
successfully met the
requirements and
passed their Professional Engineer (P.E.)
exam. Now with 67
professional engineers
on staff, SAI continues
to demonstrate its commitment to excellence
in engineering and the
growth and advancement of its employees
through professional
registration.

Pease is a long-time member and current secretary of MASITE. In
2011, she received the President’s Award for her outstanding and regular
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Do You Know?

®

Reinforced Earth® has been used on over 1,000 walls on approximately 250
projects in Pennsylvania since 1979.

S.R. 22/322, Mifflin County, PA

SeaTac Airport Runway, Seattle, WA

Penn Park Sports Complex, Philadelphia, PA

Lion’s Den, Six Flags Great Adventure, NJ

•

Reinforced Earth designed and supplied the longest wall (2.5 miles) in the country and second
longest in the world on S.R. 22/322 in Mifflin County.

•

Reinforced Earth designed and supplied the highest wall (142 feet) in the country and second
highest in the world for the SeaTac Airport runway in Seattle, Washington.

•

Reinforced Earth has also been used for unique projects such as ammunition igloos at Fort
Indiantown Gap, bleacher seats at Penn Park Sports Complex, and a lion enclosure at Six Flags
Great Adventure in New Jersey.

•

Reinforced Earth walls designed for PADOT have a minimum service life of 100 years satisfying
all PADOT’s required safety factors.

Reinforced Earth systems are a viable solution to a wide range of applications,
including bridges, public and commercial facilities, waterways and dams,
industrial and mining, and railway structures.
www.reinforcedearth.com

APC
800 North Third Street
Harrisburg, PA 17102
Change Service Requested
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months*

on parts and
service

PAVER REBUILD SUPPORT
Up to 20% OFF towards the rebuild or off-season
repair of a paving machine**

WINTER REBUILD SPECIALS!

Is your equipment ready for the season?

Take advantage of our paving specials designed specifically for your Cat® paving, milling, compaction,
and support equipment.
Rebuild your paver with Cleveland Brothers this winter with these great deals on parts and service.

0

%

No Interest For 3 Months/No Payment
No Interest For 6 Months /No Payment
No Interest For 12 Months/12 Equal Payments
No Interest For 24 Months/24 Equal Payments

Paver Rebuild Support

Up to 20% off to provide parts credits
towards the rebuild or off-season repair of a
paving machine.**
• 20% Off Parts for In-Shop Rebuild
• 10% Off for Parts Counter Orders

On new Cat® parts, with or without service, for
machines and engines when you use your Cat
Financial Commercial Account*
Contact Cleveland Brothers today for more details as well
as other 0% financing offers through Commercial Account.
Use your Commercial Account for products, parts, service,
and rental transactions at any Cleveland Brothers location.
For more information and complete details,
contact your Cleveland Brothers customer service
representative or the nearest Cleveland Brothers
facility

www.ClevelandBrothers.com
*Offers valid through December 31, 2014. Subject to credit approval. Certain restrictions may apply.
Dealer Service not required, but can be included if the parts represents at least 50% of invoice. A $1,000 minimum purchase per invoice is required.
**Offers valid through December 31, 2014. Subject to credit approval. Certain restrictions may apply.
Minimum of $1,000 of parts SCL is required; however your district PSSR can approve any exception, which may include over the counter sale.
©2013 Caterpillar All rights reserved. CAT, CATERPILLAR, their respective logos, “Caterpillar Yellow,” the “Power Edge” trade dress as well as corporate and product identity used herein, are trademarks
of Caterpillar and may not be used without permission.
www.cat.com
www.caterpillar.com

814-237-8338

